PRS-700 Advanced Long Range Rifle

PRS-700 ALR Rifle
The PRS-700 is the product of nearly 10 years’ research and
development. A bolt action rifle based upon the Remington
700 action, available in 300WM and 338 Lapua for the
discerning long range hunter, competitor, or tactical team.
The PRS-700 features a lightweight advanced chassis
system with a folding stock that allows for adjustment of
the length of pull and cheek height and captures the bolt
handle when folded. This allows the operator to configure
his weapon to his personal physical requirements and
transport the system more easily. Additional chassis
features include a monolithic rail with removable rail pieces
and cable routing guides which maximize rail insert space.
Additionally, the PRS-700 features a 5-round detachable
box magazine, a Leupold long range variable powered
optic, and the Advanced Armament Corp Titan-QD quick
detach sound suppressor.

A Legend is Born...

»»First

we start with a factory Remington 700 stainless
steel long action magnum receiver, which we chamber
in either 300 winchester magnum or 338 lapua magnum.

»»The entire factory receiver is blue printed and trued to

precise tolerances and added to a PTG spiral fluted bolt
with oversized tactical bolt knob.

»»Next

the bolt lugs and bolt face are lapped to mate
smoothly and lock tightly in the receiver.

Model

PRS-700

Available calibers

300 Winchester Magnum or 338
Lapua Magnum

Range

1200m (300wm) 1500m (338lm)

Receiver

Remington 700 SS Long Action
Magnum

Barrel

22” Bartlein 5R, 1 in 10” RH

Trigger Type

Remington, modified

Bolt

PTG spiral fluted magnum bolt w/
Tactical Knob

Chassis

Modular, folding lightweight aluminum

Rail

Integrated monolithic 20 MOA
continuous top rail

Coatings

Available in Cerakoe or Birdsong
Black-T

Magazine

Includes Magpul 5 rd detachable Box,
compatible with AICS system
magazines

Bipod

Optional Harris BRMS or Atlas Bipods

Optics

Optional Leupold MKIV LRT 6.5-20x
w/ H-58 Reticle

Rings

Optional Badger or Barrett for use
with B.O.R.S. System

Weight

12.1 lbs

Length

Rifle only - 46.5” - w/ suppressor - 52”

Suppressor

Optional Advanced Armament
Titan-QD ot Titan-Ti suppressor

»»A heavy stainless 22” Barletein barrel is profiled to M7
specification and the bore is 5R rifled 1:10 RH, then
crowned and threaded perfectly concentric to the bore.
The trigger is stoned and tuned to snap like a crisp carrot.

»»Finally, after rigorous testing at the range, the barreled

action is coated in either your choice of cerakote colors
or Black-T and mounted in the chassis system.
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